Abstract-Neuromorphic circuits are designed and simulated to emulate the role of astrocytes in phase synchronization of neuronal activity. We emulate, to a first order, the ability of slow inward currents (SICs) evoked by the astrocyte, acting on extrasynaptic N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors (NMDAR) of adjacent neurons, as a mechanism for phase synchronization. We run a simulation test incorporating two small networks of neurons interacting with astrocytic microdomains. These microdomains are designed using a resistive and capacitive ladder network and their interactions occur through pass transistors. Upon enough synaptic activity, the astrocytic microdomains interact with each other, generating SIC events on synapses of adjacent neurons. Since the amplitude of SICs is several orders of magnitude larger compared to synaptic currents, a SIC event drastically enhances the excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) on adjacent neurons simultaneously. This causes neurons to fire synchronously in phase. Phase synchrony holds for a duration of time proportional to the time constant of the SIC decay. Once the SIC decay has completed, the neurons are able to go back to their natural phase difference, inducing desynchronization of their firing of spikes. This paper incorporates some biological aspects observed by recent experiments showing astrocytic influence on neuronal synchronization, and intends to offer a circuit view on the hypothesis of astrocytic role on synchronous activity that could potentially lead to the binding of neuronal information.
I. INTRODUCTION
O UR central goal in the BioRC research [1] is to demonstrate electronic circuits that mimic the intelligence, learning and memory capabilities of the brain through the use of analog electronic circuits forming neuromorphic systems of networked neurons. Neuromorphic systems exploit brain computational methods using electronic circuits with the goal to demonstrate brain capabilities that today's digital computers, based on von Neumann architecture, are either unable to solve or, if theoretically plausible, would exhibit a long execution time with a dramatic impact on energy and hardware costs.
Large-scale networks, for example, may require massive computations and could take days to be simulated on current computer systems [2] , [3] . Neuromorphic engineering is also valuable for hardware that communicates with the real world, i.e., biological systems, sensory data, or prosthetic devices where size and power consumption are crucial [4] - [7] .
A wide number of dedicated architectures for emulating large-scale neural networks have been proposed; some of them have been designed to run at accelerated time with the goal of speeding up simulations using available processors on integrated circuits for parallel computations. However, small-grain parallelism is a paradigm largely seen in the brain and not in the von Neumann architecture used in modern processors. Other hardware designs have exhibited the biophysical characteristics of brain-like computations [3] , i.e., depending on the application they run either at accelerated or real-time.
One of the most important trade-offs in the design of neuromorphic hardware as a tool for neuroscience is to determine what level of biophysical details would be adequate to provide sufficient correlation with brain computations without reducing the complexity of the neurons in a neural network on a chip to a level that yields less accurate results than desired. In the literature we find silicon neurons with a very detailed level of biological properties occupying a large silicon area [8] , and thus using these models would result in the capability to build only simpler neural networks; we also find simplified neuron circuits whose correspondence with biology is highly abstracted allowing for a very large-scale neural network but lacking a realistic system that could mimic the brain [9] .
The aim of the research described in this paper is to design and simulate brain-inspired circuits that capture the effects on neuronal behavior of the biological physiology (behavior) of a type of cell that had been overlooked for the past century, the astrocyte, and emulate its communication with neurons, without adding unnecessary additional biophysical details to the neural circuits. Astrocytes are a subtype of glial cells (see Section II for a more detailed description of astrocyte cells). The goal of this research is to demonstrate, via simulations, our proposed synchronization model. Simulation of the circuits in this paper is performed to demonstrate the efficacy of the circuits in synchronous firing. Our objective is to contribute to a better understanding of brain computations, specifically for cognitive processes, by "reverse engineering" the brain, it is also within the long-term goal to evolve our circuits into a large network of neurons interacting with astrocytes that could serve as a tool for neuroscientists to use to explore brain computations. We are, in essence, reverse engineering the role of astrocytes in synchronization of neural firing. We have relied on experimental data from others [10] , [11] and have integrated the measurements into our neural-astrocyte synchronization model. While fabrication of custom analog integrated circuits is a desired long-term goal of the BioRC project, knowledge gained with circuit simulations of these intricate neural-glial interactions is an important step, and provides validation that our understanding of the biological mechanisms simulated is accurate. Implementation of the model in ultimate biomedical hardware is possible, the current goal is to demonstrate the mechanism proposed via simulation. This goal is commensurate with the central goal of the BioRC project to reverse engineer the human brain.
We use an analog approach to build novel custom circuits that exploits the resistive and capacitive properties of transistors rather than using standard analog blocks. Analog circuits offer several advantages and share a similar physical environment to that experienced by the nervous system, e.g., they are susceptible to noise and highly unreliable, for which careful design skills are required. They allow for emulation of biophysical characteristics with fewer numbers of transistors than the digital circuit approach, and offer high-speed performance at lower energy cost. Specifically, our approach generally follows the original approach of Carver Mead [4] , [12] , [13] , taking advantage of the similarity of transistors and the elementary functions found in the brain.
Previous research done in our group, as part of the BioRC Biomimetic Real-time Cortex project [1] , includes synapse circuits [14] , [15] with focus on emulating biological features such as the neurotransmitter release, neurotransmitter concentration, neurotransmitter reuptake, spike-timing dependent plasticity and transmitter-receptor interaction. An increasing interest in astrocytic-neuronal communication has paralleled our development of neuromorphic circuits incorporating astrocytes. Recent progress on the study of astrocytes and their interaction with neurons has led us to incorporate new bio-inspired designs to emulate some important functions of astrocytes that play a role in neuronal modulation of synaptic information. To our knowledge, our group is the first to have emulated an astrocytic microdomain circuit electronically, with astrocytic compartments able to sense information from the neuronal environment and to feed back to neurons [16] . We have also emulated the astrocytic glutamate uptake circuit [17] , an important mechanism for maintaining a healthy neuronal environment for preventing a cognitive decline by the loss of synapses that could lead to neurodegenerative diseases, e.g., Alzheimer [18] . In this mechanism, astrocytes behave as the key players in the prevention of neurotoxicity by the regularization of otherwise excessive release of neurotransmitters.
The main contribution of this paper is to introduce a neuromorphic circuit that demonstrates some gross first-order intercellular behavior of the communication between astrocytes and neurons. This paper explores the role of astrocytes in the phase synchronization of neurons by the slow inward currents (SICs) mechanism [19] . In particular, we present bio-inspired circuits to emulate the induction of slow inward currents (SICs) by astrocytes through the activation of extrasynaptic NMDAR channels located at the postsynaptic membrane of neighboring neurons. Induction of SICs into adjacent dendrites with a high degree of temporal correlation is a biological event that has been observed in experiments [10] , [10] , [11] , [20] , and is particularly important because of its possible implications in cognitive processing. In Section II we discuss the biological details of the activation of neuronal NMDAR by astrocytes and current hypotheses that link astrocytes to cognitive processes.
In order to test the SIC mechanism and to contribute to the analysis of current hypotheses on the role of astrocytes in neuronal synchronization that could potentially lead to the binding of information (see Section II-B3), we also present and perform simulations on circuits to emulate the indirect communication between two isolated small neuronal networks that are able to interact with each other, inducing SICs on adjacent synapses on each network by means of astrocytic intracellular calcium waves evoked at their corresponding microdomains. Astrocytic microdomains are portions of astrocyte processes (arms) that interact with adjacent neurons. Each microdomain consists of compartments designed using transistors as resistive and capacitive components forming a ladder network. We have used pass transistors for the interaction between microdomains. By the addition of voltage in the microdomain, the modulatory effect from adjacent synapses is sensed by each compartment in the microdomain. This paper is a revised and extended version of the conference paper [19] .
II. NEUROSCIENCE BACKGROUND

A. A Brief Description of Astrocytes
Glial cells, in particular astrocytes, are known to play an active role in neuronal communication by forming "tripartite synapses" [see Fig. 1(a) ]. Each astrocyte has hundreds of long thin processes that monitor thousands of neuronal synapses through individual regions, known as microdomains. These microdomains can work individually in an autonomous manner forming independent "islands" with group of neurons; or they can work together as a "single unit," allowing for long-distance indirect communication among the neurons enwrapped by the astrocyte. The ability of an astrocyte to transmit a message according the intensity of the astrocytic calcium waves is depicted in Fig. 1(b) [23] .
Global communication may occur only under a high level of neuronal activity. This type of communication would allow all neurons spanned by the astrocyte to be contacted [25] . It is the neuronal stimulation by the release of neurotransmitters that elicit calcium waves in the astrocyte, i.e., these neurotransmitters bind the astrocytic receptors. Fig. 1(c) shows that, depending on the intensity of synaptic transmitter released, calcium waves not only remain confined into a single astrocyte but they can also propagate across many astrocytes that are interconnected by gap junctions, i.e., a channel that allows the flow of molecules and ions between two cells. The propagation of calcium according to neuronal stimulation is shown by the red (dark) color (a better image can be found in [24, pp.14] ). The propagation of calcium waves is particularly important as they represent the encoding mechanism that carries the information content on the type and the intensity of transmitters to be released back to neurons [26] . The figure on the left shows a "tripartite synapse" formed when an astrocytic process envelopes the synapse [21] . The figure on the right shows an astrocytic process sensing activity from the synapse when neurotransmitters are released from the synapse and inducing transmitters back to the synapse according to astrocytic calcium waves [22] . (b) The ability of an astrocyte to transmit a message according to the intensity of astrocytic calcium waves [23] . The stronger the activity, the longest the distance traveled by calcium waves, causing an astrocyte to influence uncorrelated activity induced by neurons that are spatially distant. (c) According to the intensity of transmitter released, the astrocyte is able to propagate calcium waves. The distance these waves travel depends on the intensity of the stimulation of the neurons surrounding the astrocyte. The red (dark) color denotes the distance traveled by calcium waves [24] .
Unlike neurons, astrocytes are not electrically excitable cells, i.e., their excitability is not based on the generation of action potentials. Instead, they posses a chemical and mechanical form of excitability that is manifested by their intracellular calcium waves. Astrocytes have a high resting potential, a high conductance, and a low intracellular concentration of glutamate. Recent publications have shown that astrocytes, like neurons, are able to integrate, process information, and discriminate between synapses, responding differently to different transmitters and different synaptic mechanisms [27] , [28] . The ability of astrocytes to discriminate synaptic information was experimentally shown by Araque et al. [29] .
It is now well established that the properties of intracellular calcium waves can be modulated by neurotransmitters released from nearby neurons. Mathematical models have been developed to study the properties of neurotransmitter modulation to astrocytic calcium waves in the form of amplitude, frequency, or both [30] , [31] . The intensity of stimulation, i.e., the amount of neurotransmitters that bind astrocytic receptors, appears to change the frequency of intracellular calcium waves. While high-intensity stimulation increases the frequency of calcium waves, low intensity stimulation induces calcium waves with smoother oscillations. It is important to mention that very excessive stimulation is linked to epileptic seizures, as well as other neurodegenerative diseases [25] , [26] , [32] . [33] that has a key role in long-term potentiation (LTP) and longterm depression (LTD), as well as in other cognitive functions through which they exhibit their Hebbian nature of synaptic plasticity [34] . The receptor is composed of three main subunits: GluN1, GluN2, and GluN3. For the complete activation of the NMDAR, each subunit needs to be bound by transmitters. Glutamate transmitters bind the GluN2 subunit, while either glycine or D-serine binds GluN1 and GluN3 subunits.
Synaptic plasticity is defined by the ability of neurons to sense information from presynaptic and postsynaptic sides of the synapse. NMDAR channels are able to sense activity from both sides through a series of cascade events. Initially, the NMDAR channel at the postsynaptic membrane is unable to open, even when glutamate release from the presynaptic side binds the receptor, due to its inherent magnesium block that opposes the influx of sodium and ions into the cell. The magnesium block can be expelled away from the NMDAR if there is enough depolarization at the postsynaptic membrane. This depolarization can be done through AMPAR ( -amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic) channels. AMPAR is able to open upon sensing a considerable level of glutamate. Activation of AMPAR allows sodium ions to rush into the postsynaptic cell, causing temporal summation of EPSPs to depolarize the membrane, so that the magnesium block is removed from the NMDAR by a process known as electrostatic repulsion. The coincidence-detection nature of the NMDAR is the result of the presynaptic release of transmitters binding the receptor and the postsynaptic depolarization by EPSPs.
2) Astrocyte's Role on the Activation of NMDAR Channel: Studies have shown that astrocytic release of glutamate, binding extrasynaptic NMDAR located at the postsynaptic membrane, leads to the induction of excitatory currents with slow kinetics and large amplitudes, capable of inducing synchronized neuronal activity [10] . These currents are known as slow inward currents (SICs).
The relevance of astrocytic induction of SICs lies in the role they could potentially play in the coordination of neuronal activity. Two aspects of SICs appear to be important for the induction of synchronized activity: 1) SICs activate NMDAR with a high degree of correlation on synapses of adjacent neurons, and 2) their amplitudes are overwhelmingly larger than typical excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs); the ratio is one to five, with SICs about five times larger than EPSCs on average. Their slow decay time constants allow for a time window through which synchronization of neuronal activity remains active. The SIC decay is significantly slower compared to EPSCs, i.e., about 60 times slower than EPSCs [10] . The activation of an NMDAR extrasynaptic receptor by the astrocyte is summarized by the steps in Fig. 2(b) . The release of glutamate transmitters from surrounding neurons that are sensed by the astrocyte induces intracellular calcium waves in the astrocytic microdomain. These calcium waves in turn stimulate the release of transmitters back to the synapse, such transmitters bind extrasynaptic NMDAR receptors that are activated and this action induces the generation of SIC events at the postsynaptic side of the synapse. Fellin presents comprehensive biological detail on this mechanism [10] .
3) Astrocytes' Role in Binding Information: The implication of the role of astrocytes in the coordination of massive neuronal activity is undergoing research that could dramatically impact our understanding of cognitive functions [36] , as well as neurodegenerative diseases such as epilepsy [37] . A very important consideration is that a single astrocyte in rodents is capable of reaching between 20,000 and 100,000 synapses, while in humans a protoplasmic astrocyte can contact between 270,000 and two million synapses [38] . More important is that astrocytes in the brain are not usually working as single units; they form an astrocytic syncytium, i.e., network of astrocytes connected by gap junctions, while a single astrocyte has about 235 gap junctions [25] . Astrocytes rely on neurons to access sensory information. The binding of information refers to the process where independent features of an object are encoded in the brain through different neuronal paths with different axonal delays [39] . It remains unknown how these paths are combined and this is known as the binding problem [40] . The Astrocentric hypothesis proposed by Robertson [41] considers the astrocyte as the missing link in the binding of information, where independent information is consolidated. The basis for this hypothesis is the ability of astrocytes to integrate neuronal information. Binding of information is important for conscious processing, where synchrony of activity is considered to be a fundamental process. Pereira Jr. conjectured that astrocytic calcium waves carry the content of perceptual conscious processes [42] . He proposed a model of brain mental functions that combines the role of large-scale calcium waves in a network of astroglial cells with signals that modulate neuronal networks [36] . In his model, large-scale calcium waves are produced through neuronal synchronized events [42] . These neuronal synchronized events can be potentially activated by astrocytes through the induction of SICs into extrasynaptic NMDA receptors as observed in experiments [10] .
III. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION
The section describes each component used in our circuit design. We begin by describing the synapse circuit and the rule of firing in our neuron followed by a discussion of the extrasynaptic NMDAR circuit to be incorporated into the synapse circuit. We also discuss the astrocytic microdomain circuit and how the synapse and astrocytic microdomain blocks interact with each other. The circuits are run at accelerated time. Note that our proposed circuits in this section represent simulation models that may need more circuit components before being implemented as fabricated chips.
A. The Excitatory Synapse Circuit
The synapse circuit used in this simulation test is shown in Fig. 3 . Stages (1) and (2) show the pre-and post-synaptic sections separated by the synaptic cleft. The cleft voltage represents the neurotransmitter concentration in the synaptic cleft. The low-pass filtering characteristic of Stage (1) provides the cleft node with information about the average input spike rate. The pull-up transistors allow the cleft to be charged with a fast rise-time constant during the spike duration. The steady state amplitude can be tuned by the input NT_Conc. (neurotransmitter concentration). The pull-down transistors allow the cleft to be discharged in the absence of a spike or some time after a spike has occurred. This mimics the drop of neurotransmitters in the cleft by the reuptake process which can be tuned by the input Reuptake. Stage (2) generates the EPSP voltage. The red arrow shows the extrasynaptic side used to emulate the NMDAR channel contribution. Stage (3) is a mechanism previously published by our group showing the ability of modulating the neuron excitability by the diffused gliotransmitters added into the cleft and it is considered off/out of the loop for the simulations described here [16] .
For the purpose of this work, since our interest is to show the influence of astrocytic evoked SICs on extrasynaptic receptors that leads to phase synchronization on postsynaptic neurons, we assumed no diffusion of gliotransmitters into the cleft; as in biological neurons, glutamate from an astrocyte mainly binds extrasynaptic receptors of postsynaptic neurons [20] . The extrasynaptic influence is shown by a red arrow on the top right-hand side that comes from the extrasynaptic NMDAR circuit (see Fig. 5 and transistor X10 in Fig. 8 ). The release of transmitters mimicked by the cleft voltage is of an excitatory type and for the purpose of the discussion in this paper by neurotransmitters we mean glutamate transmitters. However, based on the application, a different interpretation may be given in the case of using a different type of excitatory transmitter. The synapse circuit is a first-order approximation and does not incorporate detailed receptor circuitry for the different types of transmitters as such receptor circuits would depend on the application.
While there are many control inputs in the neuromorphic circuits that we produce, in actual implementations those control inputs would be common to many neurons or would be generated internally on chip, based on the state of the circuit as execution progressed. Here, we show them as inputs into the circuit to illustrate the level of control the designer and user can have over the behavior of each circuit. In an integrated neural circuit, such inputs would be produced by additional circuits found on the final chip modeling biological mechanisms.
The use of control knobs (voltages on transistor gates) to modulate transistor behavior allows a broad range of neural behaviors with a simple, single-transistor mechanism. For example, one way of controlling an input signal, let us say the Reuptake input, is by assigning a DC bias voltage that could be common to many synapses to control the reuptake process of neurotransmitters in a static manner. Another way could be in a dynamic manner where the input Reuptake could be used to sense the level of neurotransmitters released in the cleft through a feedback mechanism.
Additional modeling may be required to capture the biomimetic aspects of such a dynamic mechanism. Considering that an increase in the Reuptake input voltage would cause a faster discharge in the cleft node and thus a faster EPSP decay, a hypothetical example could be as follows. Assuming the spike rate arriving at the presynaptic side increases, an increase in the neurotransmitter release is observed by the change in the average voltage in the cleft node; this in turn may be sensed by feedback circuitry causing an increase in the voltage at the Reuptake node which thus decreases the discharging time constant in the node, thus emulating a faster reuptake of neurotransmitters. This would have impact on the temporal dynamics of the EPSP node in our circuit as the EPSP node is dependent on the cleft node.
B. Neuron Block Diagram and Firing Rule
In Fig. 4 , we show a diagram of the different blocks of the neuron circuit, excluding astrocytic interaction. Each of these blocks has been previously designed by the BioRC group [1] . The inputs are action potentials or spikes that arrive at the presynaptic terminal of each synapse (the typical shape of an is shown in the simulation results in Section IV). The Synapse block corresponds to the circuit shown in Fig. 3 . The output of each synapse generates an EPSP voltage. The EPSP of the different synapses is then added at the Dendritic arbor block to produce the Total EPSP voltage that is input to the axon-hillock block. When the Total EPSP voltage crosses the axon hillock threshold voltage from below, the neuron elicits an action potential ( ). A train of spikes at is generated when the Total EPSP crosses the threshold from below in successive occasions. If presynaptic spikes ( ) are in phase, such output train of spikes would follow the input phase. When the arrival of presynaptic spikes is out of phase, then the neuron may enter an unreliable condition, since the amplitude of the Total EPSP would not necessarily be enough to cross the axon hillock threshold to cause the firing of spikes. When the phase difference between input spikes is small enough to allow enough Total EPSP for the neuron to fire a phase shift may occur at . Our neuron in the simulation test we perform is set to fire when the Total EPSP is equivalent to the sum of the EPSP voltages corresponding to three synapses that are in phase. Our group has also designed neurons that fire based on the rate of change of the membrane potential, so that the threshold varies inversely with the rate of change [43] . The discussion about how neurons are synchronized by the induction of SICs is covered in Sections III-C and III-D.
C. NMDAR and Astrocyte Configuration to Induce SICs
The NMDAR channel architecture and interaction with the astrocyte compartments is described here first, followed by the system architecture of neurons and astrocyte compartments, with NMDAR channels being the mechanism by means of which the astrocytes influence the neurons in our experimental simulations. The block diagram in Fig. 5 shows our circuit designed for the induction of SIC events into the Extrasynaptic side of the synapse (red arrow on the top right hand side in Figs. 3 and 5) . Details of the extrasynaptic NMDAR circuit are shown in Fig. 8 .
The input block in Fig. 5 represents the NMDAR activation section which includes the magnesium block removal ( BR). The SIC stage is used for shaping the decay time constant of the SIC signal. While these blocks perform biomimetic functions, the Control circuit is a bio-inspired circuit used as a reset mechanism that acts at the beginning and at the end of SIC event, sensing the SIC activity and in the absence of a SIC event resetting the neuron to its natural firing phase of action potentials; its role will be discussed in detail in Section III-D. This reset mechanism is not biomimetic, and more modeling of the astrocyte physiology will be required to balance the SICs in the neurons so they are indeed synchronized in a biomimetic manner.
The input section is activated to remove the magnesium block when coincidence detection occurs between the arrival of presynaptic spikes and the transmitters released by the astrocyte. We use the input Presynaptic Spikes for the activation of the AMPAR channel. The AMPAR channel is usually needed to remove the magnesium NMDAR block. As there is no clear evidence what triggers the AMPAR activation, we follow the assumption that presynaptic spike stimulation is used as the coincidental stimulus that triggers the receptor activation [11] . The basis for this assumption is Wade's model of neural-astrocytic interaction [11] .
Two neurons with the same firing rate are considered synchronized if their APs happen within 10% of phase difference. Considering 360 degrees of phase angle for each cycle starting with the rising edge of AP, we consider two series of APs phase synchronized if their phase misalignment is less than 36 degrees, i.e., maximum 10% misalignment (see Fig. 6 ).
Our simulation experiments are based on astrocyte compartments and neurons connected in a small network, with up to nine neurons and two astrocytic microdomains. We show a simplified system view in Fig. 7 of the circuit configuration we simulate. It combines the blocks in Figs. 4 and 5 along with the astrocytic microdomains in Fig. 9 . We have connected the Extrasynaptic NMDAR block to only one postsynaptic neuron on each network. This block senses activity from the incoming presynaptic spikes and the astrocytic microdomain. The astrocytic microdomains individually sense information from their respective neurons and can interact with each other.
The Extrasynaptic NMDAR block is activated according to the strength of the signal ( Astrocyte glioTs) and in the presence of presynaptic stimulation. The activation of the block induces a signal (red arrow) into the postsynaptic side which emulates the SIC event. Because of the interaction of the two microdomains, SICs will be induced simultaneously in both networks of neurons causing the neurons to be synchronized as they both cross the activation threshold simultaneously, which leads to the generation of action potentials ( ). The signal that is output from the Extrasynaptic NMDAR block into the output of the Dendritic arbor is used to reset the Total EPSP as it was already above the axon hillock threshold, and the neuron was spiking. This reset is the role of the control circuit block shown in Fig. 5 . It is part of our current research to remove this control circuit from our final implementation, and replace it with a biomimetic redesign of the neurons so that they become sensitive not only to the Total EPSP crossing the threshold but also to the amplitude of the Total EPSP itself as otherwise it would not be possible to account for the contribution of SICs.
D. Extrasynaptic NMDAR Channel Circuit for SIC Generation
This subsection presents and discusses the NMDAR channel circuit used for extrasynaptic SIC generation in the neuron. Fig. 8 shows the extrasynaptic NMDAR channel (a) along with a control circuit (b) designed for the phase synchrony of adjacent neurons upon initiation of a SIC event. The extrasynaptic NMDAR in Fig. 8(a) is divided into three main sections: the NMDA activation in subcircuit (4), the Magnesium block removal in subcircuit (5) , and the Induced SIC in subcircuit (6) . Subcircuits (4) and (5) are modified versions to include the role of SICs in previously published circuits [14] .
The role of each subcircuit will now be discussed. Subcircuit (4) roughly plays the role of the -amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid receptor (AMPAR) channel. The voltage Receptor Deactivation can be used to control the time duration at which the receptor remains active [14] . In this paper it is a fixed bias voltage of 350 mV that controls the resistance of its transistor. Subcircuit (5) is designed so that the removal of the magnesium block occurs only if there are three coincidental inputs ( , NMDA activation, and ) for the activation of transistors X1, X2, and X5 simultaneously. This results in the production of a SIC event at the extrasynaptic side (in X10). The activation of X1 is controlled by the calcium level ( ) generated at the astrocyte compartment. The signal represents the astrocyte's contribution to trigger the SIC event. The activation of X2 depends on the AMPAR activation, that is when there is presynaptic spike stimulation at subcircuit (4). Transistor X5 is controlled by the input SIC_cntrl, a global periodic single pulse that emulates the time activity of SIC events. The pulse width of SIC_cntrl signal determines the minimum time window over which the SIC amplitude at the extrasynaptic receptor node (ERC) remains at its maximum voltage.
Astrocytes trigger SIC activity by a single glutamate release, correlated with calcium oscillations [44] . The control circuit presented here is bio-inspired, since it is not purely autonomous. The mechanism disables the current EPSP to reinitiate EPSP at the exact time that the EPSP is reinitiated at other neurons, inducing synchronous firing. As future work, we plan to extend the astrocytic microdomain circuit ([16, Fig. 2] ) to generate different forms of calcium oscillations [25] . Thus, the SIC_cntrl input is an artifice that will not be necessary once the calcium wave detection circuit is included and will be eventually produced from the astrocytic calcium oscillations. Subcircuits (4) and (5) are modified versions of previously published circuits in our group [14] , where here we incorporate the role of the astrocyte in the activation of NMDAR for the production of SIC events.
The control circuit in Fig. 8(b) is designed to discharge the Total EPSP voltage at the axon hillock circuit [45] through either transistors X11 or X12, supporting the timing activity of the synchronization and desynchronization phases that happen at the beginning and at the end of SIC event occurrence (see Fig. 4 for the Total EPSP node connection to the neuron). This discharge to support synchronization will be replaced with a more-biomimetic mechanism in the future.
Upon activation of the NMDA channel, when there is coincidental activity, a short time pulse impinges node A at section (5) that activates transistor X11. During this short activation of transistor X11, the Total EPSP node resets the firing activity of action potentials. A SIC event is evoked at node ERC in section (6) to be further processed by the postsynaptic stage of the synapse through the extrasynaptic side (red arrow on the top right hand side in Fig. 3 ). The deactivation of X11 after the short time pulse causes the neuron to initiate its firing again by the rise of the Total EPSP which is influenced by the SIC contribution.
Phase synchronization happens since neurons with adjacent synapses receive SIC events simultaneously, produced by their respective extrasynaptic receptors. Such events are strong enough to drastically increase the Total EPSP of each neuron. Upon removing the SIC event, neurons are desynchronized through transistor X12 which is activated to reset the Total EPSP node and so stops the firing of the corresponding neurons for a short time. Upon deactivation of X12, i.e., in the absence of SIC contribution to the Total EPSP, the neurons return back to their initial conditions where they fire out of phase synchrony following the phase difference of their presynaptic neurons. We emphasize that phase synchrony happens only if the Total EPSP of both neurons crosses the axon hillock threshold simultaneously, i.e., when a SIC event is produced on adjacent synapses.
In Fig. 8(a) , the SIC_cntrl input contributes to the magnesium block removal by pulling down node B when coincidental input activity occurs. In other words, the current mirror in subcircuit (5) is properly biased if X1 and X2 are activated, thus enabling node A to rise when a single pulse SIC_cntrl is applied. The voltage Delay emulates the magnesium block removal delay, i.e., the time (at node B) that takes to deactivate X8 in subcircuit (6) after the SIC_cntrl arrival. In our simulation it is a bias voltage of 450 mV. It contributes to increase the time width at which the ERC node remains at its maximum voltage. When X8 is deactivated, the ERC node decays with a slow time constant to 0.0 V, which emulates the SIC decay. This decay is controlled by the resistance of X7 and the capacitance of X9 along with the diffusion capacitances in the node. The small waveform diagram in Fig. 8(b) shows the ERC signal at the input of X10.
When node A is activated, the Total EPSP discharges down to 0.0 V through X11 at the control circuit in Fig. 8(b) . Since node A sees a pulse of short duration, X11 is deactivated immediately after A returns to 0.0 V. That is when SICs are produced simultaneously into adjacent synapses of postsynaptic neurons through X10, causing the Total EPSP of each neuron to rise simultaneously, and thus synchronizing in phase the postsynaptic neurons. Therfore, the Total EPSP amplitude is increased by the increase of the EPSP for the synapse that receives the induced SIC event.
After the ERC node drops to about 50% of its voltage, the nodes C and D become high and low, respectively. This activates the transmission gate (X15, X16), transferring the low pass filter (LPF) voltage to the gate of X12. Transistors X13 and X14 respectively provide the resistance and capacitance of the low pass filter. Notice from the waveform diagram shown in Fig. 8(b) that the LPF voltage activates X12 for a short time. The activation of X12 indicates that the SIC event has passed and thus neurons are no more synchronized in phase. The Total EPSP is discharged, so that when X12 is deactivated the postsynaptic neurons return to the desynchronized state. Transistor X12 is deactivated through the pull down path of the inverter connected at node D. The choice to use the ERC node when it drops to 50% of its voltage to desynchronize the neurons is not a biomimetic process and it is mainly inspired by the biological events reported by experiments. A more biomimetic design would require the desynchronization to wait until the signal ERC has reached its minimum voltage to emulate the absence of the SIC event. Whether neurons are desynchronized in the absence of a SIC event is not still clear based on biological experiments.
Once X12 is deactivated, the Total EPSP on each neuron is enabled to rise again. The phase difference between the neurons in the desyncronization state depends on the time at which each neuron crosses the axon hillock threshold. The maximum phase difference is proportional to the phase difference of the presynaptic spikes. When neurons are not synchronized in phase, the Total EPSP is decreased, since it no longer receives the contribution of SIC event.
E. The Astrocytic Microdomain Circuit
As previously mentioned, the activation of the NMDAR extrasynaptic receptor requires sufficient calcium-level excitation ( ) at the astrocytic compartment associated with the synapse. In Fig. 9 we show two astrocytic microdomain circuits (orange boxes) able to interact with each other. Each microdomain consists of several compartments and is a distributed resistive (pass transistor) network that takes inputs from the voltages representing synaptic cleft neurotransmitter concentrations of different synapse circuits. The cleft voltage from each synapse (see Fig. 3 ) is fed into a non-inverting delay circuit (D) whose output voltage representing released neurotransmitters is summed with delayed cleft voltages from other synapses [16] . This emulates the time taken by the astrocyte to induce calcium waves at the astrocytic compartments due to the accumulation of neurotransmitters. In the next section we show a simulation test where M1 and M2 trigger SIC events on adjacent synapses according to the neuronal activity sensed by M1. We also show how the production of SIC events by the astrocytic calcium waves leads to phase synchronization on postsynaptic neurons.
The rise of potential at the nodes in the resistive network emulates the increase and spread of calcium across the astrocyte [16] . In turn, these astrocytic outputs are able to influence the activation of the NMDA extrasynaptic receptor circuit when connected to the input in Fig. 8 . A PMOS pass transistor between the outputs of each microdomain allows them to interact with each other, so that neuronal activity from both group of synapses can use the microdomains as a media to establish communication. For such communication to occur, any or both microdomain 1 (M1) and microdomain 2 (M2) need to sense a strong stimulation from the cleft nodes of their respective synapses.
In our circuit designs we exploit the transistors' resistive and capacitive characteristics. We do so by carefully tuning the widths and the lengths of transistor gates to achieve desirable results. Transistor size optimization to make our circuits more robust, along with circuit performance measurements including power consumption, are part of our future plans. Currently the sizes we have used in our design are in the range of 400 nm to 4 width and length. Transistors X9 and X14 behave as capacitances, with sizes from 5 up to 8 . The bias voltages and at the microdomain circuit in Fig. 9 were set to 1 V and , respectively. These voltages have impact on the resistances of the transistors they control and also limit the interaction between any two nodes in the microdomain. The resistance between the microdomains controlled by transistors connected to is small so that both microdomains can have enough influence on each other. The nodes in the microdomains are influenced by their respective added synaptic clefts, their neighbor synapses added at the adjacent nodes from their own microdomain or the microdomain with which they interact. 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Network Configuration for our Simulation Experiments
Our simulation experiments illustrate the synchronization of unconnected neurons via astrocytic involvement, and the result of the simulation on a down-stream neuron. The network depicted in Fig. 10 illustrates the configuration we used for this simulation test. It shows the neuro-astrocyte interactions of two small networks of silicon neurons, where synapses S1-S6 of Network 1 are spanned by the astrocytic microdomain M1, and synapses S7-S12 of Network 2 are spanned by M2. The astrocytic microdomains sense neurotransmitters released from their corresponding networks and feed back, through the activity of calcium waves at each related compartment, gliotransmitters to the extrasynaptic NMDA circuits corresponding to the synapses S3, S4, S9, and S10. Both microdomains are capable of interacting with each other, symbolized by the thick blue bidirectional arrow.
In this simulation test we have set the frequency of spikes of the presynaptic neurons in Network 2 lower than that in Network 1, so that we can show the capability of Network 1 to support the induction of SIC events in Network 2 by means of increasing the calcium waves in M2. In other words, M2 alone is not able to produce a substantial increase in the amplitude of calcium waves as it does not receive sufficient stimulation from its synapses.
Presynaptic neurons N1 and N2 at Network 1 have a higher frequency of spikes which increases the release of neurotransmitters at the synaptic clefts of S1-S6, sensed by microdomain M1, strengthening calcium waves at the compartments of M1 by means of increasing the amplitude at the nodes. In the microdomain M2, calcium waves at compartments of M2, besides receiving the small influence from the weak release of transmitters from synapses S7-S12 of Network 2, also see the contribution of the calcium waves propagated from microdomain M1.
We have connected extrasynaptic NMDA circuits to each adjacent synapse S3-S4 and S9-S10 in Network 1 and Network 2, respectively. The induction of SIC events into these synapses is controlled by compartments and of their respective microdomain circuits. These compartment outputs act on the input of the extrasynaptic NMDA circuit, activating transistor X1 when the amplitude of the calcium wave signal is large enough (see Fig. 8 ).
Calcium waves at nodes and are strong enough to soon propagate the signal to the compartments and of microdomain M2 through the related PMOS pass transistors (see Fig. 9 ). This causes the activation of the extrasynaptic NMDAR circuits of S9 and S10 in Network 2, inducing synchronized SIC events. In other words, each adjacent synapse (S3, S4, S9, and S10) receives SIC events triggered by the calcium wave induced at its respective astrocytic compartment.
As the simulations will show in Section IV-B, the high degree of correlation of SIC events at the adjacent synapses of different postsynaptic neurons causes phase synchronization in the activity of neurons N3, N4, N7 and N8 on each network. We connected neuron N9 to postsynaptic neurons of Network 2 to show the role of neuronal excitability when postsynaptic neurons fire in phase synchrony. The latter will be discussed in Section IV-D.
B. Simulation Results for Network 1 and Network 2
Results for the phase of the firing of postsynaptic neurons N3-N4 and N7-N8, corresponding to Network 1 and Network 2 are shown in Fig. 11 . We set the firing threshold such that these neurons fire in the presence of enough dendritic potential (about equal to the sum of the EPSPs of three synapses). Postsynaptic neurons N3-N4 and N7-N8 can initially fire since they each receive the contribution of EPSP of three synapses (see Figs. 10 and 11) . This is shown in section (1) in Fig. 11 .
The frequency of postsynaptic spikes is the same as that of the presynaptic neurons. Thus, in the absence of a SIC event, the asynchronous phase differences of action potentials on each pair of postsynaptic neurons, N3-N4 and N7-N8, are respectively proportional to the phase difference of their corresponding presynaptic neurons. The circuit simulations were conducted in TSMC 180 nm technology using a power supply of 1.8 V. The input frequencies were set at 8.3 MHz for Network 1 and the higher frequency is 33.3 MHz for Network 2, respectively.
In order to synchronize the firing of neurons in the presence of a SIC event, the NMDA block removal section of each adjacent synapse in both networks must be activated via meeting the necessary conditions discussed in Section III-D, leading to the activation of X11 (refer to Fig. 8 ). Upon triggering X11, the Total EPSP on each of the postsynaptic neurons, i.e., EPSP.N3, EPSP.N4, EPSP.N7 and EPSP.N8, is initially discharged to 0.0 V (at time 1.25 in Fig. 11 ; the end of section (1) of the simulation trace). This causes N3-N4 and N7-N8 to stop firing in the time interval corresponding to the pulse width at node A.
SICs are simultaneously produced (at 1.6 in Fig. 11 ; the beginning of simulation trace section (2)) on the extrasynaptic side of synapses S3-S4 and S9-S10, i.e., when the NMDA block removal is activated. The simultaneous raise of the SIC event allows the neurons to cross their activation thresholds at the same time by the increase of the Total EPSP, enabling N3-N4 and N7-N8 to begin firing synchronously with each other. While the SIC event is active, neurons N3-N4 and N7-N8 remain synchronized in phase. Note that the increase of the EPSP amplitude in the synchronized phase (section (2) in Fig. 11 ) is due to the contribution of SIC amplitude [the top panels in Fig. 11(a)  and (b) ].
Neurons N3-N4 and N7-N8 remain synchronized while the SIC amplitude is high enough not to trigger X12 by the E path in Fig. 8 . After the SIC event has passed, X12 is activated and the neurons arrive at a desynchronization phase. Thus, X12 in each of these neurons simultaneously discharges the corresponding Total EPSPs to 0.0 V in a short time (at 2.8 in Fig. 11 ; the end of section (2)). Upon passing this time, i.e., when X12 is deactivated, the Total EPSPs of N3-N4 and N7-N8 are charged to new states in which the firing of neurons is desynchronized in phase [at 3.6 in Fig. 11 ; the beginning of section (3)]. The phase difference depends on the time at which the Total EPSP of each neuron crosses its axon hillock threshold. In the desynchronized phase [section (3) in Fig. 11 ], the Total EPSP receives only the contribution of synapses connected to each postsynaptic neuron and lacks the SIC event, so the phase difference between postsynaptic neurons on each network is dominated by the phase difference of their corresponding presynaptic neurons.
C. Microdomain Interactions Increase Levels
The calcium wave signals at compartment nodes and are shown in Fig. 12 . The top panel shows the results at these compartments when microdomain M2 is not influenced by microdomain M1, i.e., M2 is disconnected from M1, while the bottom panel shows the waves when both microdomains (M1, M2) interact with each other.
The peak value of the calcium signal at (black dashed) is smaller compared with that of (red solid) in both cases. The difference lies in the influence of the synapses sensed by each compartment. The astrocytic compartment is directly influenced by the release of transmitters from the synapses that belong to the same presynaptic neuron, i.e., synapses S10 and S11 corresponding to N6. Presynaptic neuron N6 induces its spiking phase to both synapses, and so the zero phase difference between S10 and S11 causes an increase in the peak value of . The compartment , on the other hand, receives the direct influence from transmitters released by synapses connected to different presynaptic neurons, i.e., synapses S9 and S10 corresponding to N5 and N6, respectively (see Fig. 10 ). Presynaptic neurons elicit action potentials with different phases, causing the cleft nodes at these synapses to be shifted away from each other. Due to the phase shifting, when the cleft nodes of S9 and S10 are added at the stage of the microdomain circuit (see Fig. 9 ), a shorter peak is produced compared to that of . Without the help of microdomain M1, the waves at and would not be sufficiently strong to trigger the induction of SIC events on Network 2. The peak values of waves at and significantly increase due to the activation of microdomain M1 through the release of neurotransmitters from the synapses on Network 1 (the bottom panel Fig. 12 ). The strengths of the synapses of Network 1 is due to the higher input spiking frequency of their presynaptic neurons. Since the compartments and interact with and , this strength is transferred to M2 as well, increasing the peak value of calcium waves at compartment nodes of M2.
D. Effect of Variations of SIC Time Constant
In Fig. 13 we show the time window of synchronized activity as a function of . The input controls the SIC time constant measured at node ERC (see Fig. 8 ). This is shown in the upper waveform, where SIC events are shown for different values of . The NMOS transistor in the SIC stage connected to increases its resistance with the decrease of causing the RC time constant at node ERC to increase (see Fig. 8 ). The increase in the SIC time constant by the decrease of widens the time window in which the synchronized action potentials from postsynaptic neurons occur. 
E. Contribution of Synchronization to Neuron Excitability 1) Description of the Simulation Test:
In order to test the contribution of synchronization to neuron excitability, we have connected neuron N9 to the postsynaptic neurons of Network 2, i.e., N7 and N8. The diagram in Fig. 15 shows the synapses corresponding to each of these neurons. Synapses S13 and S14 are connected to N7, while synapses S15 and S16 belong to N8. The panels (black line boxes) show a sketch to illustrate the excitability of N9 by the Total EPSP (EPSP.N9) produced by the addition of EPSPs from N7 and N8 (EPSP.N9N7 and EPSP.N9N8).
On the top panel, N7 and N8 elicit action potentials out of phase synchrony, this causes the added EPSP.N9 not to cross the axon hillock threshold and so induce spikes at N9. On the bottom panel, action potentials from N7 and N8 arrive at the same time, so the phase difference is zero. This can be seen Fig. 15 . A cartoon diagram that shows the effect of synchronization on neuron N9 on Network 2 according to the arrival phase of spikes from neuron N7 and N8. Fig. 16 . The effect of synchronization on neuron N9 in network 2. The top panel shows the cleft signals for synapses S13 and S15 (S14 and S16 behave the same as S13 and S15, respectively). The middle panel shows the Total EPSP of N9. The bottom panel shows the firing of N9 when N7 and N8 are synchronized in phase.
through the EPSP.N9N7 and EPSP.N9N8. A zero time-lag difference generates a larger added amplitude in EPSP.N9, contributing to the neuron excitability and making N9 fire.
2) Simulation Results on the Contribution of Synchronization to Neuron Excitability:
The simulation results in Fig. 16 show the firing activity of neuron N9 according to the phase difference of N7 and N8. The top panel shows the cleft signals for synapses S13 and S15. Synaptic clefts for S14 and S16 are not shown in the waveform as they are similar to those of S13 and S15, respectively.
The phase difference at N7 and N8 can be observed through the phase shift of Cleft.S13.N9 and Cleft.S14.N9. Phase synchrony between N7 and N8 causes the EPSP produced by each synapse (S13-S16) to arrive in phase, thus increasing the excitability of N9 by the increase of the Total EPSP (middle panel). A phase difference between action potentials of N7 and N8 causes the EPSP arriving from each pair of synapses S13-S14 and S15-S16 to be out of phase, thus the added Total EPSP contributed by these synapses is not big enough to trigger the firing of activity at neuron N9, causing its inhibition. Fig. 17 shows a zoom-in of the regions of Fig. 16 that shows the excitability of N9 for two different cases of phase difference in N7 and N8. It is shown in Fig. 17(a) that the Total EPSP (middle panel) arriving from synapses that are out of phase is too small to induce the firing of N9. In Fig. 17(b) , however, the EPSPs corresponding to each synapse arrive in phase and thus the Total EPSP increases, eliciting the firing of spikes in N9. Fig. 16 for (a) the region where in the absence of SIC event, the firing of spikes out of synchrony does not elicit action potentials and (b) the region where in the presence of SIC event, the firing of spikes in phase synchrony elicits action potentials. (a) The top panel shows the EPSPs out of phase, where the EPSP corresponding to the pairs of synapses S13-S14 and S15-S16 have similar EPSP. The addition of the EPSPs is shown in the middle panel. The bottom panel shows no action potentials at N9 as the Total EPSP is small due to the phase difference between N7 and N8. (b) The top panel shows the EPSPs in phase for the four synapses connected to N9, i.e., S13-S14 and S15-S16 . The addition of the EPSPs is shown in the middle panel. The bottom panel shows action potentials at N9 as the Total EPSP is large enough due to the in phase neuronal activities of N7 and N8.
V. CONCLUSION
We have designed a bio-inspired circuit that emulates current experiments on the role of slow inward currents on the synchronous activity of adjacent neurons. By circuit simulations, we have seen that our hypothesis on the changes of the excitability of neurons is dependent on the arrival of slow inward current events which greatly influences the amplitude of excitatory postsynaptic potentials. This work suggests, for real biological circuits, the possible implications of phase synchronization on the firing of neurons and the way the astrocytes interact with each other that could potentially elicit synchronization at different locations in a group of unrelated neurons. This is a first step to demonstrate more complex interactions between neurons and astrocytes.
In small networks of neurons interacting with an astrocyte, transistor variability could be an issue that may lead to circuit mismatches. It is our future plan to have a large-scale network and to run Monte Carlo simulations for testing the robustness of our circuit designs. We expect that the feedback loop formed by astrocytes should help reduce overall noise by weakening the impact of uncertainties in the signals received from the neurons at a lower level of computation.
The immediate purpose of this research is to build a hardware prototype that can perform biological computations in a similar way that the brain does. In particular we are currently exploring how sensory information that enters the brain through different pathways and with different delays is combined so that an image of a conscious scene is produced. Such process of binding of information is believed to require synchronous activity. Astrocytes are hypothesized to be able to induce such synchronization due to their capability to reach and influence a wide number of neurons.
Our long-term goal is to design large scale networks to show the role of astrocytes in cognitive tasks. Using neuromorphic circuits, our research aims to contribute to a better understanding of the role of astrocytes, in the integration of neuronal activity leading to a conscious episode. A final chip for cognitive tasks is envisioned in which not only neurons sense and transmit information from sensory inputs but also astrocytes monitor activities to make decisions according to the biological events that are intrinsic of themselves in the form of calcium waves. With no doubt, much more work remains to be done in order to achieve this goal while this paper proposes the initial possible steps.
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